Monitor and
Diagnose your
SQL Server
every second


AIN FEATURES

M

Real-Time Diagnostics

With the real-time dashboard you will know
at a glance what is happening and what
causes it

Improve your efficiency
Get a 365 view of your SQL Server
instances that will allow you to quickly
detect and resolve complex issues

Analyzing the past

Get historical business intelligence, with
data analytics in every second and
compare with past results

Request a demo

· Real-Time Panel and Replay

Track Server health and find out the relationship between
processes and CPU, waits, windows counters, IO

· Real-time statistics for objects and execution plans
· Quick detection of potential incidents and Report
· Evolution of Database objects performance
· Comparatives of time spaces
· Analysis and extraction of data related to 

execution plans
· Advanced search and download of object code 

snippets
· Database and tables dashboard
info@fournines.es

www.four9s.es

Why choose Four9s?

Specifications

Because it is a product designed by database
experts who know first-hand what you need
Because we show you the relevant data to
resolve incidents in seconds
Because we detect the origin of incidents more
quickly and it will improve the productivity of
your business
Because you will increase the efficiency and
availability of your services

1 CAPTURE PER SECOND

01. DATAWAREHOUSE

· OS Windows Server
· HD 50GB
· 1.5 GB / instance / day configurable
· 16 GB RAM
· Microsoft SQL Server 2016 or higher
02. servicEs

· Windows Server OS with IIS
· HD 150GB
· 8 GB RAM
· .NET Core

“Four9s helps us maximizing the
performance of our database servers,
minimizing resources and decreasing
response times to focus on what is really
important for our business“

Felix Font. CTO RETABET

ABOUT FOUR9S
Four9s is a team of highly experienced SQL professionals capable of creating a product that
overcomes the limitations and deficiencies in database monitoring and analysis products. Our
product offers to your organizations, regardless of their type or size, the ability to monitor and
manage the performance of your production SQL Server environments
Four9s is able to understand the problems of your business, interacting with your IT professionals,

and with the guarantee of being totally focused on offering the best quality to our clients.

Contact

Parque Tecnologico de Bizkaia. Edificio 407 - 1ª P 48170. Zamudio. Bizkaia

info@fournines.es


